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Abstract: Four piezoelectric ceramic materials with varying particle sizes and geometries are added
up to 30 vol.% to a photopolymer resin to form UV-curable piezoelectric composites. Such com-
posites solidify in a few minutes, can be used in UV-curing-based 3D printing processes, and can
achieve improved sensor performance. The particle dispersion with ultrasonication shows the most
homogeneous particle dispersion with ethanol, while two other solvents produced similar results.
The viscosities of the prepared suspensions show some dependency on the particle size. The curing
depth results show a strong dependency on the ceramic particle size, the difference in refractive
index, and the particle size distribution, whereby composites filled with PZT produced the worst
results and composites filled with KNN produced the highest curing depths. The SEM images show
a homogeneous dispersion of ceramic particles. The highest dielectric properties are also shown
by KNN-filled composites, while BTO and PZT produced mixed results of dielectric constants and
dielectric losses. KNN-filled composites seem to be very promising for further 3D-printable, lead-free
piezoelectric composite development.

Keywords: BTO; KNN; PZT; piezoelectric composite; photopolymer resin; viscosity; curing depth;
dielectric constant; dielectric loss

1. Introduction

The research on thin, flexible, two-component 0–3 piezoelectric composites has lasted
for a few decades. Their flexibility, low weight, low acoustic impedance, ease of manu-
facture, and formability make them good candidates for various sensing applications [1].
As an example, if applied on the surface of a structure, such sensors can convert various
mechanical vibrations within the structure into electrical signals and suit structural health
monitoring (SHM) applications.

In the last decades, the high adoptability of stereolithography (SLA)- and direct light
projection (DLP)-type 3D printing techniques has created huge interest in the 3D printing of
ceramics and ceramic composites [2–4]. The main materials used in SLA- and DLP-type 3D
printing are photopolymer resins that solidify under UV light. By adding ceramic particles
into the photopolymer, the composite material suspension is formed, which can be used
in the 3D printing process. While most researchers aim to achieve solid ceramic parts, i.e.,
the 3D printing of the green part is followed by the debinding and sintering [5–16], other
researchers aim to directly 3D print composite materials that can be used right away with-
out sintering steps [17–23]. Such 3D-printable (UV-curable) composite materials solidify in
a few minutes, which reduces particle sedimentation, reduces the waste material, and in-
creases the manufacturing speed compared to epoxy-based systems. When photopolymers
are filled with piezoelectric particles, piezoelectric composite sensors are created. With the
possibility to solidify the material in a few minutes with UV light, non-standard sensor
geometries are possible, which show increased piezoelectric performance [19,24,25] and
suit SHM applications [26].
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Most studies still focus on lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramic as a filler for composite
piezoelectric materials [27–34], but more and more interest is being shown for lead-free
ceramics, such as barium titanate (BTO) [17,22,23,35–39] and potassium–sodium niobate
(KNN) [35,40–45], since the evaporation of lead oxide during PZT sintering might be
harmful [46].

In this study, we prepare two-phase piezoelectric composites, which are solidifiable
under UV light, with varying ceramic contents using three types of piezoelectric ceramic
powders (PZT, KNN, and BTO) and a UV-curable photopolymer resin. The KNN was
available in two sizes; therefore, 4 types of composites were investigated in total. The main
aim of this study was to gain insights into how different piezoelectric ceramic types, particle
sizes, and particle geometries influence the suspension’s viscosity, the curing depth, and the
dielectric properties of the solidified composites. A secondary aim is to find out if different
solvents used for particle dispersion have any influence on the properties of the composites
and which one is the most suitable to achieve the most homogeneous particle dispersion.

State-of-the-Art

The main factors influencing the manufacturing of UV-curable piezoelectric compos-
ites are the chemical composition of the photopolymer, its viscosity, the difference in the
refractive indexes of the materials, the ceramic particle type, the shape, the geometry, the
UV light intensity used, the exposure time, and the loading of ceramic inclusions [3,7].
Furthermore, the particle dispersion quality influences the composite suspension viscos-
ity and the curing depth, and influences the mechanical and dielectric properties of the
cured composites. In the literature, various methods used to disperse ceramic particles
in polymers are reported, including particle dispersion with a centrifugal mixer [36,47],
high-shear mixing [5,48], ball milling [6,48], stirring [35], ultrasonic agitation [20,36,49–52],
or combinations of the methods mentioned above. Centrifugal mixing, however, is not
efficient and produces agglomerates, especially at higher ceramic loadings (≥30 vol.%) [36].
This was also observed in our previous experiments not reported here. The dispersion
method must ensure a homogeneous particle distribution without agglomerations and no
voids to give the highest composite performance [53]. The voids increase the dielectric
losses because of the increased interfacial polarization between the matrix and piezoelectric
ceramic particles [54]. Furthermore, the voids increase the chance of a breakdown during
the piezoelectric composite polarization. The voids can be reduced or eliminated by using
colloid processing techniques [55] or via particle functionalization [17–19,25]. In this study,
none of these methods are used. This study focuses on the ultrasonic dispersion of ceramic
particles (as received) in a solvent with an ultrasonic sonotrode.

The addition of ceramic particles increases the suspension viscosity and reduces the
curing depth [5,12,23,48]. A smaller increase in viscosity with the addition of ceramic
particles is favorable and allows the ceramic content in the composites to be increased even
further until the viscosity becomes a limiting factor during composite manufacturing. A
low viscosity (<3 Pa·s) is a must for composite suspensions to be used in most commercial
3D printers [48]. Suspensions not suitable for commercial printers because of their high
viscosity can be still used with modified 3D printers or can be tape-cast, manually or
automatically, on the glass or in the molds. While the viscosity can be reduced simply by
heating the suspensions, limits still exist, because polymerization, up to some degree, can
be triggered by temperature too. The literature suggests that bigger particles produce a
smaller increase in viscosity [56], and at the same time bigger piezoelectric ceramic particles
(particles with multi-domains) usually show higher piezoelectric coefficients because of
their higher tetragonality.

The curing depth reduction with the addition of ceramic particles produces the
biggest problem because it directly influences the printing resolution and curable layer
thickness [12,57,58]. The curing depth reduction is mainly dependent on the ceramic
loading and the difference in refractive index between the photopolymer and ceramic par-
ticles [9,23,48,58–61]. Furthermore, the particle size and geometry also play a role, which
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is not quite clear from the literature because of the mixed results reported. While some
studies suggest that smaller particles with better light-scattering properties are preferred
in the stereolithography process [3,18], other studies suggest that bigger particles (bigger
than the UV wavelength used) are more suitable because they reduce the light scattering
and increase the curing depth [59,60]. It is possible that particle sizes close to the UV light
wavelength might produce the worst results in terms of the curing depth. It is critical to
mention that a higher particle size distribution also decreases the curing depth and that sim-
ilarly sized particles should be prioritized to achieve the highest curing depth [60]. While a
decrease in printing resolution might not be important for the tape-casting approach, such
as that used in this study, a reduced curing depth requires a stronger UV light source or
longer exposure times. Therefore, varying degrees of curing of the photopolymer can occur
throughout the composite cross-section, which can cause varying mechanical and dielectric
properties too, which would be almost impossible to measure accurately.

From the literature, it is well known that increasing the content of the piezoelectric particles
also increases the dielectric constant of the resulting composites [21,22,33,36–39,44,45,62]. The
ceramic filler particle size also has a high influence on the dielectric properties because
the bigger particles are multi-domain (>200 nm, ceramic-type-dependent [63]), can have
higher tetragonality [56], and show a higher dielectric constant [50,56,64,65]. In addition,
the bigger ceramic particles can be dispersed more easily and usually form fewer voids or
agglomerations, which in turn increases the dielectric constant and decreases the dielectric
loss [53,54].

In conclusion, the influences of the piezoelectric ceramic particle size and volumetric
fraction on the viscosity, curing depth, and dielectric properties of two-phase composites
are quite well researched. However, most studies focus on epoxies and other polymers. The
suitability of the photopolymer as the matrix material is investigated here to prove that the
ultrasonication process is suitable for particle dispersion. According to the literature, bigger
ceramic particles (bigger than the UV light wavelength used) should produce the highest
curing depth, lowest increase in suspension viscosity, and higher dielectric properties.

2. Materials and Methods

Three different types of piezoelectric ceramics were used in this study: lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) (material PIC255, purchased from PI Ceramic GmbH, Lederhose, Germany),
potassium–sodium niobate (KNN) (both types of KNN ceramic, with surface areas of
3.5 m2/g and 7 m2/g, purchased from Nippon Chemical Industrial Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan), and barium titanate (BTO) (Product-Nr.: NO-0041-UP, purchased from IoLiTec-Ionic
Liquids Technologies GmbH, Heilbronn, Germany). The KNN ceramic is available in
two sizes, and regarding their surface areas they are named KNN3.5 (bigger particles)
and KNN7 (smaller particles); therefore, in total four materials were investigated in this
study. Every ceramic has a different particle geometry and size. Figure 1 shows scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images (made with Helios G4 CX DualBeam™, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) of all ceramics, and Table 1 shows the properties of the
ceramic particles.

As can be seen from the SEM images, the BTO particles are almost perfectly spherical
and the particle size variation is quite small (see the particle size deviation as a percentage
in Table 1). However, some particles are sintered together and form clusters of multiple
particles that cannot be separated (seen on SEM pictures at lower magnifications not shown
here), which increases the particle size distribution. KNN7 has some cubic particles but
most of the particles have irregular geometry. The particle size deviation is quite high.
KNN3.5, on the other hand, has an almost perfectly cubic particle shape with rounded
edges. PZT shows the most irregular particle geometries, with both bigger and smaller
particles and a huge variation in particle size. The particle size was measured from SEM
images (either pure ceramic particles or particles in 20 vol.% composite) using Digimizer
software (MedCalc Software Ltd., Ostend, Belgium) and by measuring at least 30 particles
for every ceramic from the SEM image.
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Figure 1. SEM images of piezoelectric ceramic particles used in this study (magnification ×50,000):
(A) BTO; (B) KNN7; (C) KNN3.5; (D) PZT.

The theoretical densities (see Table 1) of the ceramics were used for composite weight-
ing calculations; however, the literature suggests lower real densities of the materials
(e.g., [66–71], to name a few). The refractive indexes were also taken from the literature and
were not measured in this study.

Table 1. Properties of piezoelectric ceramic particles.

Property BTO KNN7 KNN3.5 PZT

Particle size from SEM,
µm (size deviation in %) 0.122 ± 0.023 (18.8%) 0.326 ± 0.130 (39.8%) 0.629 ± 0.227 (36%) 1.258 ± 0.659 (52.4%)

Particle geometry Spherical Random Cubic Random
Theoretical density,

g/cm3 6.02 4.4 4.4 7.8

Refractive index 1 2.37–2.64 2 2.3–2.54 3 2.3–2.4 3 2.5–2.85 4

Lattice structure 5 Cubic
(non-piezoelectric)

Orthorhombic—
tetragonal orthorhombic tetragonal

1 At 405 nm wavelength, room temperature; 2 source [72,73]; 3 source [74]; 4 source [23,75,76]; 5 see XRD data.

A commercially available photopolymer resin “High-Temperature V2” (Formlabs,
Somerville, MA, USA) was used as a matrix material throughout the study. This photopoly-
mer was selected based on our previous studies, where it showed the best performance
as a matrix material among various types of photopolymers [47]. Furthermore, this pho-
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topolymer can achieve high mechanical and thermal properties after post-curing, meaning
it is well suited for piezoelectric composite manufacturing.

From the literature, it is known that polymers with higher stiffness can transfer more stress
to ceramic particles and increase the overall piezoelectric composite performance [18,19,54].

2.1. Suspension Preparation

All 3D-printable (UV-curable) piezoelectric ceramic/photopolymer suspensions in
this study were dispersed with the same method and parameters: two-step ultrasonic dis-
persion with an ultrasonic sonotrode followed by solvent evaporation to form a paste. This
technique was selected to prove its suitability for ceramic dispersion in the photopolymer
because the further research steps for piezoelectric composites reported here involve the
addition of conductive nanomaterials. In the literature, most conductive nanomaterials
are dispersed via ultrasonic dispersion by using various solvents, including acetone [77],
ethanol [31], isopropyl alcohol (IPA) [38], and others.

Every suspension was prepared once, as precisely as possible. Ceramic particles
(between 10 and 20 g, depending on ceramic used and vol.% planned) were added to the
solvent to form a 5 wt.% ceramic/solvent suspension. The glass jar was covered with foil
to avoid contamination and material splashing and to minimize the solvent evaporation
during ultrasonic dispersion. The glass jar with the materials was placed in a plastic box,
fixed to the bottom, and crushed ice with water was filled around it to cool the suspension
during ultrasonic dispersion. In the first step, the suspension was ultrasonicated with an
ultrasonic sonotrode (Branson Ultrasonics™ S-250D Model Sonifier™ Digital Cell Disrupter,
BRANSON Ultrasonics Corporation, Danbury, CT, USA) for 15 min with the maximum
power set to 70% of 200 W and with 1 s ultrasonication and 0.2 s pause intervals. The
pauses were not taken into the ultrasonication time. The actual power of the ultrasonication
varies depending on material viscosity, which in turn slightly varies depending on the
temperature. Over a standard mixing procedure, the actual sonication power that affects
the dispersion varies between 30 and 60 W and the temperature of the dispersion varies
between 8 ◦C and 22 ◦C. An ultrasonic sonotrode and temperature sensors were immersed
in the liquid through the small holes in the plastic foil. After the first ultrasonic dispersion
step, a photopolymer was added, the glass jar was sealed again, crushed ice with water
was added around the glass jar, and the ultrasonication process was run for the next 30 min.
Further, the dispersion was left overnight for solvent evaporation while stirring with an
average size magnet at 300 rpm and heating of the dispersion to 60 ◦C, until all solvent
evaporated. Heating of the dispersion during solvent evaporation produces a single color
suspension without clearly visible particles in the suspensions or on the glass jar walls,
opposite to cold evaporation. As the last step, depending on the suspension viscosity, the
air bubbles were eliminated by placing the suspensions in the vacuum for a few hours.

2.2. Piezoelectric Composite Sensor Manufacturing

The composite suspensions were solidified (cured) under UV light after tape-casting
them manually on the glass. PVC film (Oraguard 270G, transparent, thickness 150 µm),
with a plotter-cut square geometry (30 × 30 mm), was glued to the glass. The piezoelectric
composite suspension of interest was poured into the cut geometry and tape-casted with
a handheld metal blade at 30◦. The glass with the tape-casted composite suspension
(together with the PVC film) was placed into a post-curing UV device (Form Cure, Formlabs,
MA, USA) for 10 min to solidify. The heating function was turned off. This device has
13 multi-directional LEDs (wavelength 405 nm) with a total LED power of 39 W (LED
radiant power is 9.1 W). After curing, the PVC foil was peeled off, leaving the cured
specimens on the glass, which were peeled off afterward from the glass. Composites with
higher ceramic amounts tend to bend after manufacturing (due to containing residual
stress inside), so they were kept between two glasses for a few days in the dark at room
temperature. A thin gold layer (100 nm) was sputtered on both sides of the specimens for
dielectric measurements, leaving 1 mm around the specimens’ edges uncovered by gold.
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These specimens can be poled in a high electric field to achieve measurable piezoelectric
properties. However, in this study, they were not poled.

2.3. Characterization Methods

The XRD patterns of the ceramic materials as received were determined using Cu Kα

radiation (Empyrean Cu LEF HR goniometer, Almelo, The Netherlands) on a Si sample
holder. The XRD process helped to determine whether the ceramic powders used in this
study were indeed piezoelectric, i.e., if materials have a non-cubic crystal structure. The
XRD patterns were measured in the 10–90◦ 2θ range in 0.05◦ steps, with each step measured
for 2 s at room temperature (Empyrean series 2, PANalytical PIXcel-3D detector, Almelo,
The Netherlands).

The dynamic viscosity of the suspensions prepared in this study was measured with a
Rheometer (Antoon Paar MCR 702, Anton Paar Germany GmbH, Ostfildern-Scharnhausen,
Germany) over varying share rates from 1 to 30 s−1 at room temperature (25 ◦C). The
viscosities were measured within one month of the material dispersion, since no visual
sedimentation was observed, except for composites with PZT, which showed high sedi-
mentation and were measured within a few days. A varying share rate was selected based
on our previous studies [47], where a clear shear-thinning effect was observed with an
increasing shear rate. The metal plates had a diameter of 25 mm and the distance between
plates was set to 1 mm. It must be noted that the viscosity of the suspensions with a higher
ceramic amount (30 vol.%) at higher shear rates (>10 s−1) could be slightly higher in reality
than presented in the results. During the viscosity measurements, some material (10–20%
of material between measurement plates) was pushed away from between the rotating
plates, meaning the material did not cover the complete area of the measurement plates.
However, at low shear rates or lower ceramic loading, this phenomenon did not occur.

The curing depths of the suspensions were measured over time, using four curing
times: 10, 20, 30, and 40 min. The specially designed, pre-cut PVC film (Oracal 751C, black
matt, thickness 60 µm) with cut holes was glued onto the glass [78]. For every curing
time and material composition, 5 to 6 holes were created to measure the average curing
depth. The film was designed in such a way that specific holes can be covered with a
cardboard mask, creating different exposure times for specific holes. Below the glass, a
1-mm-deep container was filled with the suspension of interest, and the glass with a PVC
film was placed on top, leaving no air bubbles trapped. The bottom side of the setup was
covered to protect it from the UV light coming from the bottom. This whole setup was
transferred to a post-curing UV device (the same as that used for manufacturing) to cure
for the first 10 min. The heating function was turned off. After the first 10 min, the first
cardboard mask (covering 5 holes) was placed on the respective holes and the whole setup
was cured for the next 10 min. Another mask was added, covering a total of 11 holes, and
the process was repeated until the final curing time (40 min) for the last holes was reached.
The container with suspensions was removed and the solidified composite material on
the glass was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. The height of the cured circles (5 to 6 cured
circles per curing time for every suspension) was measured with a laser distance sensor.
The curing depth measurement technique and the procedure are described in our previous
publications [47,78].

SEM was used to investigate as-received ceramic particles and the cross-sections of
broken, solidified piezoelectric composite sensors. A Helios G4 CX DualBeam™ SEM
imaging system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used. The ceramic
particles were applied to the conductive sticky tape without any force. The solidified
composite sensors were broken to investigate the cross-sections. All specimens used for
SEM (both the particles and cross-sections of solidified composites) were sputtered with a
4-nm-thick platinum layer to achieve a higher contrast.

The dielectric measurements in this study included measurements of the dielectric
constant (relative permittivity εr) and dielectric loss (dissipation factor tan (δ)). The di-
electric constant was calculated by measuring the capacitance of the specimens with the
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applied electrodes at different frequencies with an LCR meter (LCR-300, Voltrcraft) using
Equation (1):

εr =
C × d
ε0 × A

(1)

where C is the capacitance of the specimen at a certain frequency (F), d is the average
thickness of the specimen (m), ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum with a constant of
8.84 × 10–12 F/m, and A is the overlapping electrode area of the specimen (m2). The
dielectric loss was directly measured using the LCR meter. Both the dielectric constant
(relative permittivity εr) and dielectric loss (dissipation factor tan (δ)) were measured at
room temperature for frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, and 100 kHz. For every
measurement of the dielectric properties, 5 to 6 electroded specimens of every composition
were used, except the compositions with 30 vol.% loading of ceramic, which produced
extremely brittle specimens, so only 2–3 specimens were used per composition.

3. Results and Discussion (Ceramic and Solvent Investigation)
3.1. X-ray Diffraction of Ceramic Particles

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to prove whether ceramic particles used in this study
were indeed piezoelectric. The results are presented in Figure 2. The XRD pattern of the
BTO ceramic reveals no splitting of the (002)/(200) peaks (Figure 2, shown in red), which is
indicative of the piezoelectric tetragonal crystal phase. No splitting of the peaks suggests a
cubic lattice structure for the ceramic, without piezoelectric properties [79,80]. The literature
also reports nanosized BTO particles (<200 nm) with a cubic lattice structure [38,81,82],
and in this study we used ≈122 nm BTO particles, further proving the possibility of no
piezoelectric effect occurring in the BTO ceramic used in this study. The XRD pattern of
the KNN3.5 particles, on the other hand, shows similarities to orthorhombic KNN patterns
reported in the literature [68,70,83–85], which have piezoelectric properties. The intensity
ratio between (220)/(002) peaks at about 1.52 also suggests a highly orthorhombic lattice
structure [84]. KNN7 shows peaks at very similar 2θ degrees in the XRD patterns; however,
the peaks are lower compared to KNN3.5. A decrease in the ratio between (220)/(002)
peaks (a decrease from 1.52 to 1.1) suggests some co-existence of both orthorhombic and
tetragonal phases [84], where both of them are piezoelectric. The XRD pattern of PZT used
in this study fits the piezoelectric tetragonal phase pattern reported in the literature [86–89],
with clear peaks in intensities at 21.6◦, 22◦, 43.9◦, and 44.9◦ [88]. Therefore, only the BTO
piezoelectric ceramic used in this study did not have piezoelectric properties, most likely
because of the nano-scale particle size.
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3.2. Solvent Influence on Composite Properties

The influence of the solvent used for the particle dispersion (acetone, isopropyl alcohol,
ethanol) on the suspension viscosity, curing depth, dielectric properties, and ceramic
particle dispersion quality was investigated. The BTO particles, being the smallest, were
selected for solvent influence experiments as the most problematic to disperse into the
photopolymer. In the following results, “10BTO-A” represents 10 vol.% BTO/photopolymer
compositions, where the last letter indicates the solvent used for the material dispersion.
Here, “A” represents acetone, “I” represents isopropyl alcohol, and “E” represents ethanol.
The letters “HT” represents the pristine “High-Temperature V2” photopolymer without
any inclusions, ultrasonication, or other treatments.

Figure 3 presents the viscosity of values 10 vol.% BTO/photopolymer suspensions,
which were prepared with different solvents. The viscosity decreases with the shear rate,
as expected. Using acetone as the solvent produced suspensions with a slightly lower
viscosity than when using other solvents. The exact reason is unclear and could be due to a
measurement error or some residue in the acetone.
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Figure 3. Viscosity values of 10 vol.% BTO/photopolymer suspensions dispersed with different solvents.

Figure 4 shows the curing depths of the 10 vol.% BTO/photopolymer suspensions.
The suspension dispersed in isopropyl alcohol shows the highest curing depth, while
ethanol use as a solvent produces the lowest curing depth. Our previous experiments
with nanomaterials in photopolymers suggested that a better dispersion of particles in
the photopolymers leads to a reduced curing depth [78]. Therefore, it can be assumed
that ethanol provides the best particle dispersion compared to the two other solvents used
here. Interestingly, the suspension prepared with acetone produces a very high standard
deviation for the curing depth results, especially at longer curing times.

A small residue of acetone in the suspensions could have evaporated during the
curing of the composites, where longer exposure to UV light produced a higher degree
of evaporation. The evaporation of acetone could have caused small voids inside the
curing depth specimens, which in turn may have produced slightly rougher surfaces for
the curing depth specimens. The roughness of the surfaces increased with increasing UV
light exposure. This explains both the higher variation in curing depth at longer UV light
exposure times and also the slightly lower viscosity of the suspension dispersed with
acetone. Therefore, longer evaporation times might be considered for acetone.

Figure 5 shows the microstructures of the composites at two different magnifications.
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The lighter colors indicate ceramic particles while the darker grey colors indicate
photopolymers. From the first impression, the suspensions dispersed in both acetone
and ethanol show the lowest number of dark grey areas (Figure 5, shown in red circles),
indicating better dispersion. Furthermore, these two composites also show a high number
of single particles in the cross-section. No sedimentation of particles was observed from
lower magnification images (not shown here).

All three solvents investigated in this study are polar and are perfectly suited to
disperse the polar piezoelectric ceramic particles used here. However, not all solvents are
equally polar, whereby isopropyl alcohol has the lowest polarity and ethanol the highest.
The highest polarity solvents are best suited to disperse polar particles, and the results
shown in Figure 5 fit perfectly with this assumption.

The addition of the 10 vol.% piezoelectric ceramic into photopolymer increases the
dielectric constant and decreases the dielectric loss, as shown in Figure 6. The lower
relative permittivity of 10BTO-E suggests a better particle dispersion [90] because the better
dispersion increases the amount of photopolymer in between the ceramic particles in the
path of the electric flux and causes slightly lower permittivity. Very interestingly, the
relative permittivity values follow the same trend as the curing depth results, agreeing
with the hypothesis of improved particle dispersion when using ethanol.

On the other hand, the dielectric loss results also follow curing depth but inversely.
The dielectric loss defines how much energy the dielectric material loses during actuation
and indirectly attributes it as a capacitor quality factor. Therefore, low values of dielectric
loss are desired. Both the ethanol and acetone used for suspension preparation show
the lowest dielectric loss, whereas composites dispersed with isopropyl alcohol show the
highest relative permittivity and dissipation factor values.

Concluding the results, isopropyl alcohol seems to be the worst solvent used here for
ceramic dispersion in the photopolymer because of it having the worst particle dispersion
(see Figure 5D), highest increase in viscosity (Figure 3), highest dielectric constant, and
highest dielectric loss (Figure 6B). The low polarity of isopropyl alcohol compared to
acetone or ethanol is most likely responsible for this result.

In particular, a high increase in viscosity is problematic because higher ceramic con-
tents are not achievable. Acetone produces an average curing depth and dielectric proper-
ties and shows a reasonably good particle dispersion rate comparable to ethanol. Overall,
ethanol produced similar viscosity to isopropyl alcohol, it also produced the lowest curing
depth and lowest dielectric properties (both indicating the most homogeneous particle
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dispersion). Its high polarity is beneficial in dispersing polar piezoelectric particles. The
particle dispersion quality is one of the most important factors to achieve homogenous com-
posite materials; therefore, ethanol was selected as a solvent for further composite material
manufacturing with other ceramics. Furthermore, our previous research showed the best
conductive nanomaterial dispersion for ethanol when the same photopolymer resin was
used [78]. Ethanol was selected as the solvent here for further composite manufacturing.
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Figure 6. Dielectric properties of 10 vol.% BTO/photopolymer suspensions dispersed with different
solvents: (A) dielectric constant; (B) dielectric loss.

3.3. Piezoelectric Ceramic Influence on Composite Properties

Four different ceramics (see Table 1) with three being piezoelectric (see XRD data)
were mixed with “High-temperature V2” photopolymer at varying loadings up to 30 vol.%
(with 10 vol.% increments). Only ethanol was used as a solvent for the particle dispersion.
It is expected that variations in the ceramic particle size, type, and geometry will have
different influences on the suspension viscosity, curing depth, solidified material’s dielectric
properties, and microstructure.

In the following results, “10BTO” represents a 10 vol.% BTO/photopolymer com-
position, “20BTO” represents a 20 vol.% BTO/photopolymer, and so forth, whereby the
ceramic materials are named according to Table 1. The letters “HT” represent a pristine
“High-Temperature V2” photopolymer without any inclusions, ultrasonication, or other
treatments. The data in this article are provided to make the comparison of the composites
as straightforward as possible. Additional graphs of the results presented here can be
found in the Supplementary Materials, together with numerical values.

Figure 7 shows the viscosities of all manufactured suspensions, combined by volume
loading for comparison. The viscosities of all suspensions, presented separately for every
ceramic type, can be found in the Supplementary Materials (see Figure S1). In Figure 7C,
30PZT, 30BTO, 30KNN3.5, and 30KNN7 show values of 89.81 Pa·s, 2735 Pa·s, 2040 Pa·s, and
2270 Pa·s at a shear rate of 1 s−1, respectively. The results show that the smallest particles
produce the highest viscosity (BTO composites) and the biggest particles produce the lowest
viscosity (PZT composites). This is because of the increased particle surface area (therefore
number of contacts between particles) when smaller particles are used, which is especially
observable at lower shear rates. Similar observations are reported in the literature [56,91].
The results for both KNN composites also show higher suspension viscosity values for
composites with smaller KNN particles. An exception is 20BTO, which shows lower
viscosity compared to 20KNN7, although it contained two-fold smaller spherical particles.
While the higher particle size distribution of KNN7 ceramic should lower the viscosity of
the suspension, the irregular geometry of the particles increases their surface area and the
probability of particle–particle interactions, which could cause higher viscosity. However,
KNN7’s viscosity is above BTO only at 20 vol.%, meaning the result might be attributed to
inaccuracies during measurement.
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Interestingly, the 10PZT composite shows a much lower viscosity than pure pho-
topolymer. Since it is impossible that the addition of 10 vol.% ceramic would not increase
the suspension viscosity, this could mean that ethanol used as a solvent together with
the ultrasonication procedure reduces the viscosity of the photopolymer itself. A very
similar 30 vol.% PZT/photopolymer viscosity at a shear rate of 1 s−1 is also reported in the
literature [92], but no details about the particle size or geometry are given. The viscosity of
30PZT is extremely low compared to the other ceramics used here. The PZT used in this
study has the highest particle size deviation, i.e., both very small and very big particles
are present, which usually lowers the suspension’s viscosity, since the smallest particles
can work as a lubricant. Furthermore, PZT particles are the heaviest, meaning partial
sedimentation could have occurred; however, this still does not explain the extremely low
viscosity of 10PZT.

A further increase in the ceramic content would sharply increase the viscosity [5,91].
Interestingly, the change in viscosity of the BTO suspensions increases by roughly ten-
fold when the ceramic content is increased by 10 vol.%. Other ceramics (bigger particles,
non-spherical geometry, higher particle size distribution) do not follow this trend.

The curing depth shows how deep the UV light can penetrate the suspension and
solidify it. This parameter is extremely important because a low curing depth reduces the
maximum composite thickness and increases the complexity of the composite manufactur-
ing. If thicker composites are needed, varying mechanical and dielectric properties over
the material cross-section can occur, rendering the material characterization problematic.

Figure 8 shows the curing depths of the suspensions over time, and below the graphs
the average particle sizes, as measured from SEM images, are written. The charts are
presented from smallest to largest ceramic particle size to highlight a visible trend. At
lower particle concentrations (10 vol.%), the curing depth shows a dependency on the
particle size, whereby smaller particles produce greater UV light blocking or scattering.
Similar results are reported in the literature [23,59]. Mixed results are achieved for the
higher particle concentrations, especially for PZT, which does not follow the trend at all
at higher loadings and produced the lowest curing depth, even with the largest particle
mean size. It is well known from the literature that the particle light scattering ability is
proportional to the square of the refractive index difference between the ceramic particles
and photopolymer [9,23,48,58–61]. The refractive indexes of the ceramic materials used in
this study are quite similar (see Table 1), except for PZT, which has the highest refractive
index. In addition, the high deviation in the particle sizes of the PZT ceramic lowers the
curing depth even further [60], especially at higher PZT loadings, whereby smaller particles
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are trapped between bigger particles and block more UV light. The PZT particle size
distribution might also be slightly increased after the ultrasonic dispersion, whereby the
smallest particles detach from the bigger particle surfaces (see Figure 1D). Therefore, a high
refractive index and high particle size distribution are believed to be the main contributing
factors to very low curing depths at higher PZT loadings.

1 
 

 
 
  

Figure 8. Curing depths of piezoelectric composites made with (A) BTO, (B) KNN7, (C) KNN3.5, or
(D) PZT.

Comparing results of other ceramics without PZT, the trend of increasing curing
depth with increasing particle size at 20 vol.% filling is barely visible, especially between
both KNN ceramics. No trend can be recognized at 30 vol.% fillings anymore, where
30KNN7 produced almost the same curing depth as 30BTO. It must be noted that KNN7
has bigger particles than BTO, but they have sharp edges and irregular geometry opposite
to highly spherical BTO particles. Therefore, results suggest that the irregular geometry
of the particles decreases the curing depth more. The same can be applied to PZT, which
has also irregular particles, and by combining other factors described above, produces the
lowest curing depth at higher ceramic loadings.

Since in literature mixed results regarding particle size influence on curing depth are
presented [3,18,59,60], it is possible, that particle sizes close to the UV light wavelength
used might absorb UV light instead of scattering it. 30KNN7 has the particle size closest
to the UV light wavelength used here (405 nm) and therefore could have higher light
absorption compared to other ceramic particle sizes used in this study, which might be
another contributing factor to a small curing depth at higher KNN7 loading.

Concluding, irregular particle geometry (KNN7 and PZT) seems to block/scatter more
UV light at higher ceramic loadings (30 vol.%) and thus produce lower curing depths
than spherical or cubical particles. Furthermore, high particle size distribution has a
very negative effect on the curing depth at higher ceramic concentrations, as the PZT
composites show.

Figure 9 shows SEM images of 30 vol.% composites made with different ceramic parti-
cles. Because of the high variation in particle size, Figure 9A,B are shown at a magnification
of 50,000× and Figure 9C,D are shown at a magnification of 20,000×. From the SEM images,
good dispersion is visible for all composites. Some voids (red circles, see Figure 9A,B) are
present in the BTO and KNN7 composites, containing the smallest particles. The composites
with bigger particles do not show any voids. The yellow arrows in Figure 9 mark places
where the ceramic particles are missing, because they were dropped when the manual
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composite broke before the SEM imaging. The areas with dropped particles are not marked
on the BTO composite because the composite misses so many particles that the yellow
arrows would cover the whole SEM image if shown. KNN7 and PZT show fewer spots
with missing particles, indicating a stronger interface with the photopolymer resin, which
most likely was caused by having an irregular particle geometry opposite to spherical BTO
or cubical KNN3.5 particles.
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Figure 9. SEM images of cross-sections of solidified piezoelectric composites made with 30 vol.% of
(A) BTO (magnification ×50,000), (B) KNN7 (magnification ×50,000), (C) KNN3.5 (magnification
×20,000), or (D) PZT (magnification ×20,000). Red circles show voids without particles and yellow
arrows indicate places of missing particles dropped during composite breakage.

When developing piezoelectric composite sensors, a low dielectric constant provides a
larger piezoelectric voltage coefficient [1], which is important for piezoelectric sensors. The
dielectric loss (dissipation factor tan (δ)) should always be as low as possible for piezoelectric
composites; otherwise, a huge portion of the signal generated by the composite will be
dissipated [1,54] and the application of a high voltage during polarization will be more
difficult [93].

Figure 10 shows the dielectric constant values (relative permittivity, er) and Figure 11
shows the dielectric loss values for all piezoelectric composites manufactured in this study.
The dielectric constant increases with the ceramic loading as expected [94], while the dissi-
pation factor slightly decreases at lower ceramic loadings (10 vol.%) and starts to increase
at higher ceramic loadings. The dielectric constant values of all composites decrease with
frequency, as widely reported in the literature, because of the dominating interfacial polar-
ization (space charge polarization) in the composite material. With increasing frequency,
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the dipoles cannot keep up with the fast-changing electric field and do not contribute to the
dielectric properties anymore [95]. On the other hand, the dielectric losses are the highest
at low frequencies (100 Hz), which then decrease and start to increase again at 100 kHz.
This trend is followed for all ceramics except PZT, which shows opposite results. 
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Figure 11. Dielectric loss (dissipation factor tan (δ)) values at different frequencies at room tempera-
ture for piezoelectric composites filled with (A) BTO, (B) KNN7, (C) KNN3.5, or (D) PZT.

All compositions ≤ 20 vol.% show very small standard deviations in terms of the
measurements. However, all compositions with 30 vol.% of ceramic show high standard
deviations for both the dielectric constant and dielectric loss. It must be noted that the
dielectric properties of 30 vol.% composites were unfortunately measured from a very low
number of specimens (3 or 2 only), while the other compositions had 5 to 6 specimens
for every configuration. Most specimens broke while removing the protecting tape after
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sputtering. The addition of 30 vol.% ceramic made the composites extremely brittle.
Some composite configurations also bent to a high degree after solidification because of
the residual stresses introduced by the polymerization reaction, which complicated the
electrode deposition. Furthermore, the 30PZT composite did not fully solidify after 10 min
because of the extremely low curing depth (see Figure 8D), and solidification over a total of
20 min was used for the 30PZT composite.

Multiple factors can influence the high deviation in the results at 30 vol.%, including an
uneven electrode thickness, varying degrees of photopolymer curing over the cross-section,
particle agglomeration, and voids. Looking at the curing depth results (see Figure 8), all
compositions with a 30 vol.% show curing depths below 100 µm, while the thickness of
the tape-cast specimens was also around 100 µm. From experience, it is known that some
UV light is reflected from the sides of the curing device used in this study, and a small
portion of UV light comes from the bottom of the device through the glass on which the
specimens are cast. Therefore, specimens with 30 vol.% may have varying degrees of curing
throughout the cross-section, whereby some places in the same composite specimen can
have higher or lower degrees of curing. This varying degree of curing could produce a high
variation in the results. A high level of deviation can also occur because of ceramic particle
agglomerations in the suspension or air voids. Voids indeed appear in the SEM images of
30BTO and 30KNN7, but a high standard deviation is observed for all ceramic types in this
study, meaning the voids cannot be the only contributing factor. No agglomerations can be
observed in SEM images.

All composites show quite similar dielectric constants at loadings ≤ 20 vol.%, although
every composite was filled with varying combinations of the size, geometry, and types
of piezoelectric particles. The smaller KNN particles (KNN7) at 30 vol.% loading show
the highest dielectric constant er = 28.1 at 100 Hz, which does not fit the overall trend for
the results. Very similar behavior for the composites with KNN at 30 vol.% loading has
also been observed by other researchers [45], where it was attributed to the formation of a
high number of interfaces between the KNN ceramic and polymer. Another study reported
nanosized KNN (at 30 vol.%) showing a similar abrupt increase in dielectric constant
at 10 kHz when using polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) as the matrix [44]. Furthermore,
a composite with KNN3.5 particles also showed a slight increase in dielectric constant
at 100 Hz, which suggests a slightly higher ceramic loading for bigger KNN particles is
needed to achieve a similar dielectric constant to 30KNN7 at low frequencies. A decrease in
the dielectric properties of KNN composites with increasing particle size was also reported
in the literature [44], where nanosized particles were compared to micron-sized particles.

Looking at the dielectric constant values, the composite with 30 vol.% BTO particles
achieves er = 17 at 1 kHz, which is about 2 times lower than for similar composites that
were also made with photopolymers filled with BTO (with a particle size of 1 µm compared
to ours at 0.12 µm) reported in the literature [22]. However, in the literature a different
photopolymer was used, which itself had a dielectric constant er = ~10 at 1 kHz (double that
used here), which contributed to the higher dielectric constant of the composite. Another
comparison of the results can be made for 10PZT, which in this study shows er = 6.22 at
1 kHz, while in our previous results [24] showed very similar values of er = 5.77 at 1 kHz
for rectangular sensors and er = 6.23–6.29 at 1 kHz for Y- and X-shaped sensors, respectively,
although the suspension in the earlier study was mixed simply with a centrifugal mixer
instead of a time-consuming ultrasonic dispersion process. This suggests that composites
with a low ceramic content of micron-sized particles can be easily dispersed using a simple
centrifugal mixing process.

The dielectric losses (see Figure 11) show mixed results, whereby most composites
show higher dielectric losses at lower frequencies that decrease to a minimum at 10 kHz
and start to increase at 100 kHz, except for PZT. The composites with PZT show very
small decreases at 1 kHz and 10 kHz and a high increase in dielectric loss at 100 kHz.
All composites with 10 vol.% loadings show lower dielectric losses at all frequencies
measured than the photopolymer resin without particles. At 20 vol.%, the BTO and PZT
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composites show similar dielectric losses to the photopolymer, with some values being
either slightly above or below the photopolymer’s values. Therefore, the results indicate
that the addition of 20 vol.% of BTO or PZT ceramic particles does not alter the dielectric
loss of the photopolymer in any significant way, while the dielectric constants are increased.
The results for KNN composites are mixed, whereby 20KNN3.5 shows dielectric losses
much lower than for the pure photopolymer and 20KNN7 shows lower dielectric losses
at higher frequencies and high dielectric losses at low frequencies. A very high dielectric
loss tan (δ) of 0.47 was measured for 30KNN7 at 100 Hz, followed by tan (δ) = 0.08 for
30KNN3.5 at 100 Hz. A full graph of 30KNN7 can be found in the Supplementary Materials
(see Figure S4C). This abrupt increase in dielectric loss for both KNN composites follows
the high values of the dielectric constant for both 30KNN7 and 30KNN3.5. The results
for KNN composites fit quite well with the literature. The literature reports a very high
tan (δ) = 1 at 100 Hz of KNN ceramic with 30 vol.% loading, which decreases by 5 times
with a 40 vol.% loading of KNN [45]. The results in terms of the dielectric losses reported
here also follow another study, where smaller KNN particles (nano size) produced much
higher dielectric losses at low frequencies than micron-sized particles [44]. Therefore, the
size of the KNN particles has a high influence on both the dielectric constant and dielectric
loss, with smaller particles producing higher dielectric properties.

The literature reports the BTO ceramic itself not showing any significant dielectric
losses up to MHz frequencies, indicating that any significant changes in the dielectric loss
come from the polymer only [22]. Looking at Figure 11A, the result for the dielectric loss
exactly follows the trend for the pure photopolymer resin, while the peaks and lows of the
dielectric loss seem to be enhanced because of the addition of the BTO ceramic. In another
study with three different UV-curable resins, different trends for dielectric losses over the
frequency range were reported with the same ceramic loading [22], whereby the trend in
terms of the dielectric loss is matrix-material-dependent, indicating that the composite
matrix material is responsible for the dielectric loss behavior at frequencies in the <MHz
range. In the literature, composites with 60 vol.% of 100 nm BTO particles in epoxy [39] and
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [50] also showed higher dielectric losses at low frequencies
(100 Hz), which decreased at average frequencies and started to increase again at higher
frequencies (>10 kHz).

Comparing the dielectric loss results for PZT composites with the literature, high
values were achieved in this study for the 30 vol.% (tan (δ) = 0.0302 at 1 kHz), whereas in
the literature values between 0.02 and 0.04 were reported for composites with a 60 vol.%
loading of similarly sized PZT particles [96]. Another study reported a decrease in the
dielectric loss of the composite with the addition of PZT particles [27]; however, the matrix
used in that study had quite a high dielectric loss itself, at tan (δ) = 0.1 (frequency unknown).
One of the reasons for the high dielectric loss of PZT composites could have been the very
low curing depth compared to the other composites investigated here. Our previous
experiments showed that the lower curing degree of the photopolymer used here produces
higher dielectric loss [78], because of the higher polymer chain mobility.

From the results and the literature, however, no clear influence of the particle size
or geometry on the dielectric losses can be identified, except for KNN ceramic, which
follows the results reported in the literature and produces high dielectric properties (both
the dielectric constant and dielectric loss), especially at low frequencies.

4. Conclusions

Three different types of ceramics (4 different particle sizes) were successfully dispersed
using an ultrasonic sonotrode up to 30 vol.% in a photopolymer resin with ethanol as
the solvent and were solidified as thin layers using a UV post-curing device to form
solid composites. Our investigation of the solvent’s influence on the particle dispersion
showed isopropyl alcohol as the worst solvent in this study, owing to it having the lowest
polarity, since high-polarity solvents are better suited to disperse polar piezoelectric ceramic
particles. Both acetone and ethanol showed good particle dispersions; however, ethanol
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seems to produce a slightly better particle dispersion, based on the low dielectric values
and SEM images.

After the selection of ethanol as the solvent for further experiments, suspensions with
different ceramics and different loadings were prepared. The XRD analysis of the ceramics
revealed that unfortunately the BTO ceramic used in this study is not piezoelectric. This
was discovered after composite manufacturing. The prepared ceramic/photopolymer sus-
pensions show decreasing viscosity values over the shear rate, indicating a shear thinning
effect. Interestingly, the 10 vol.% loading of PZT decreased the viscosity of the suspension
compared to the pristine photopolymer, most likely because of it having the highest par-
ticle size distribution and overall biggest mean particle size. While the smallest particles
produced the highest viscosity, and the biggest particles produced the lowest viscosity, the
results did not fit this trend perfectly. The curing depth results indicated an increase in
curing depth with an increase in ceramic particle size at low ceramic contents (≤10 vol.%),
but at higher ceramic concentrations the particle geometry, particle size distribution, and
difference in refractive index seem to play a more important role. An irregular particle
geometry and high particle size distribution should be avoided to achieve the highest
curing depth, especially at higher ceramic loadings. The composites with the PZT ceramic,
with highly irregular particles, a high refractive index, and a high particle size distribution,
produced the worst curing depth results.

The SEM analysis of the solidified cross-sections showed a homogeneous particle
distribution in all composites, with a few voids still existing, especially in composites with
smaller particles. Poor particle–matrix adhesion was visible in all cross-section images, as
indicated by the lost particles during composite breakage. However, the irregular particle
geometry seems to leave fewer voids after breaking, suggesting a better particle–matrix
interaction resulting from the higher surface contact between the particles and the matrix.

All ceramics investigated in this study produced very similar dielectric constants at
both 10 vol.% and 20 vol.% loadings. However, the values for 30 vol.% ceramic loadings
differed considerably, with both KNN composites producing the highest dielectric constants,
especially at very low frequencies, as similarly reported in the literature. The dielectric
losses also produced high values for respective KNN composites at 30 vol.% loadings, while
BTO showed quite low dielectric losses for all loadings and all frequencies studied here.

In conclusion, the composites containing PZT (biggest particles, irregular geometry,
very high particle size distribution) showed the lowest viscosity, the lowest curing depth, an
average dielectric constant, and high dielectric losses (especially at higher frequencies). The
composites containing BTO (smallest particles) showed the highest viscosity, second-lowest
curing depth, an average dielectric constant, and low dielectric losses, but did not show
any piezoelectric properties because of BTO’s cubic crystal structure. The composites filled
with KNN showed average viscosities, high curing depths, and high dielectric properties.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/jcs6070212/s1. Figure S1: Viscosity values of ceramic/photopolymer
suspensions over the shear rate. Figure S2: Curing depths of ceramic/photopolymer suspensions
over the shear rate. Figure S3: Dielectric constant (relative permittivity) values at different frequencies
at room temperature for piezoelectric composites. Figure S4: Dielectric loss (dissipation factor tan (δ))
values at different frequencies at room temperature for piezoelectric composites. Table S1: Viscosity
values of ceramic/photopolymer suspensions over the shear rate at room temperature. Table S2: Cur-
ing depths of ceramic/photopolymer suspensions over time. Table S3: Dielectric constant (relative
permittivity) and dielectric loss (dissipation factor tan (δ)) values at different frequencies at room
temperature for piezoelectric composites.
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